Subject
English
Examples of
Texts

Maths
Science

History

Geography

Computing

PHSE

R.E.
Art/Design

PE
Music

Autumn

Spring

Summer

Reading including vocabulary development and reading comprehension.
Fiction and non-fiction texts
Writing to include: spelling, grammar, punctuation, vocabulary, handwriting and composition. A range of shared reading opportunities and daily word investigations.
The Train Ride Jacks Mega machine
The Story Machine Story Path Previously
Animals The disgusting sandwich
Naughty Bus A day in the life of a train driver
Stories from around the world The Foskett family circus
The tiger who came to tea
Faster, Further Polar Express
Dumbo Stardust Franklins flying Bookshop
Odd science- incredible creatures
The great big little red train
There’s no dragon in this story
We’re going on a bear hunt This Zoo is not for you
Mrs Armitage on wheels
Magascar
Oi cat series Never tickle a tiger Peep inside the zoo
Paddington links/ station/ A walk in London
Direct Teaching of Place Value, calculations, Measure, fractions and statistics.
Mixed Maths Mondays provide an opportunity to revisit all of these skills.
What materials do they use to make a car?
How do acrobats stay fit and heathy
What is a cub?
Exploring the properties of a range of every day
Spring- Putting on a show (seasons/ weather)
What does a giraffe eat? Growing different plants
materials.
Bug hunting- The life cycle of mini beasts
On Safari- taking care of animals
How did they travel in Devon?
The Circus- where did it all begin?
The history of the zoo
Looking at how transport has evolved over time.
Performance past and present
How has Paignton zoological park changed? How have the
The Rainhill trials, are held to discover whose
Mable Stark
animals there changed and why?
locomotive would run on the world’s first railway.
Emmett Kelly
Who is Herbert Whitley?
Creating a chorological timeline for transportation.
The journey of the fair
Where is Madagascar? Is it like Devon?
What is a capital, what is country?
Where do they travel and how?
Looking at the geographical locations of stories from
Our World- what do I know? What do I still want to know?
Where in the world can you go?
around the world.
Do I need a map or an Atlas?
Internet Safety
Research, design and build vehicles. Produce an advert
to showcase their amazing creations.
Explore how e-mail can be used to communicate with
real people.
Relationships
Who is important around me?

Internet Safety
Exploring programming, algorithms and debugging
Gather data then select the most appropriate method to
display the data captured – in graphical format.

Internet Safety
Create stop motion animation
Research technologies and present information as an e-book

What is meant by a healthy lifestyle?
Rules for and ways of keeping physically and emotionally safe
I am growing and changing. Making new opportunities and
including responsible ICT use and online safety, road safety,
takin responsibility.
cycle safety and safety in the environment.
Introduction to Christianity and faiths of the world. Learning about different cultures throughout our learning travels of the world.
The use of machinery for the Harvest and appreciating our lives every day.
Creating our own passport photos
Food from around the world
Animal sculptures
Using lines to explain a journey
Making props for the big show
Henri Rousseau Jungle paintings
Design and construct our own mode of transport
Developing form, colour and pattern with Circus posters
Natural objects for printing and design
Movement- Different ways of travelling
Circus skills, ball skills and control
Outdoor sports- athletics, cricket and rounders.
Team Activities- Linking to PHSE
balancing, jumping and landing
Survival- Being strong in order to survive.
Exploring rhythm and pulse, instrumental techniques using recorders and understanding pitch through singing.
MFL- German, French & Spanish
Basic phrases, appreciation of food and culture.

